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In this article, I analyse Shakespeare’s versatile play on the theme of ‘value’ through his
employment of metallurgical coinage as human metaphor. My discussion revolves around
artefacts from the British Museum: a Venetian gold ducat (1523–38) and a wooden box
containing brass coin-weights and hand balance (1600–54), as well as a foray into
Shakespeare’s plays. Through the lexicon of finance, Shakespeare unravels the complexity of
the human condition as money is enmeshed with human instincts and emotions. That is to
say, the metal of coinage reveals human mettle.

I

believe that the theme of value is among the chief concerns in the
Shakespearean corpus. One of the repeated images that the playwright
employed to communicate this theme was the value of coins weighed alongside the
value of individuals. Shakespeare’s plays allude to the ingrained Early Modern habit
of testing the authenticity of money using coin-weights and balances. However, so
often he employs the metallurgical as metaphorical about testing character,
illuminating a milieu concerned with truth and legitimacy in a pluralistic sense.
Shakespeare deftly utilises monetary parlance with its assignable values to give
concrete shape to intangible human qualities.
This Venetian ducat, now in the British Museum, is made from almost
completely pure gold and was minted between 1523-1538. The origin of the name
‘ducat’ derives from the word for ‘duke’ in Latin. The simulacrum visibly evidences its
etymological origin as this ducat bears both the name and image of Andrea Gritti, the
Doge or Duke of Venice, who issued it. The stamp on the face of the coin depicts
Christ amidst a field of stars, encircled by Latin text meaning, ‘Christ, let this duchy,
ruled by your rule, be dedicated to you’. Thus, in its compact form, the artefact
provides us with an abundant vista into the world of the Venetian Republic, where the
triumvirate powers of spiritual, political, and mercantile values inextricably alloy
together.
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Figure 1. Gold ducat of Venice, 1523-38.
© The British Museum

Shakespeare makes ample use of ducats, particularly in his play The Merchant of
Venice (1596-97), in which the currency of ducats accumulates not just with economic
but also with the affective values of friendship, revenge, love, and sacrifice.1 However,
in his signature way, Shakespeare eludes drawing judgments on how his characters
employ money; rather, he is concerned with what Allan Lewis rightly terms, ‘the
agonizing drama of human decisions.’2 Antonio must repay his ‘bond’ of ‘Three
thousand ducats’ (1.3.1) in three months or allow Shylock to take a pound of his flesh,
introducing money as problematically enmeshed with human relationships.
The casket trial is where Shakespeare’s politics of value is at its most tangible
as cultures clash in their value systems and, as such, elicit comedy. The fact that the
audience is presented with the visual imagery of caskets of gold, silver, and lead
suggests that Shakespeare is also asking the audience to think carefully about value,
especially the value, monetary or otherwise, that relates to personhood. Paying to go
to the theatre with people from a range of socio-economic classes (it cost a penny to
stand, two pennies for balcony seats in ‘the twopenny gallery’, and another penny for
the upper galleries), the act of watching themes about monetary value and human
worth playing out on stage must have had a self-evaluative angle. The task of choosing
between the caskets interrogates what is truly valuable as ducats are spent throughout
the play, dictated by how individuals determine the worth of an object, transaction,
1 William Shakespeare, ed. by Elizabeth Seely, Rick Lee, and Stephanie Burgin, The Merchant of
Venice, (Oxford: Heinemann, 1994). The Taming of the Shrew set in Padua depicts a suitor offering a
dower of 2,000 ducats a year and property in Pisa (2.1.368–71), while Romeo pays 40 ducats for
the dram of poison (Romeo and Juliet, 5). Padua and Verona were both members of Venice’s Italian
territories.
2 Allan Lewis, Shakespeare and the Morality of Money, Social Research, Vol 36, No.3, (1969), p. 388.
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individual, or venture. Despite the fact that Bassanio wins the trial by choosing lead
(which is not ‘silvered o’er’ (2.9); a plated counterfeit such as Aarogan’s choice of the
silver casket), the audience is not left entirely convinced as he was secretly helped by a
rhyming song with hidden clues, which was sung while he deliberated upon the
caskets, impugning who actually won the contest.
The transformation of money from economic to affective currency in Merchant
would have resonated with Shakespeare’s audience, as London was in his day the
epicentre of commercial activity. Shakespeare’s interest in city plays, which he wrote a
number of during the early 1600s, perhaps illustrates the growing popularity of
settings concerned with monetised communities.3 After all, he lived during the period
of the Royal Exchange in 1566–7, the launch of the East India Company, the
beginnings of the Red Lion Theatre in 1567, and the construction of the Globe in
1599. Jean-Christophe Agnew draws an imaginative analogy of the theatre in
Shakespeare’s epoch as ‘a laboratory of representational possibilities for a society
perplexed by the cultural consequences of nascent capitalism’. 4 It may even be
possible to trace Shakespeare’s increasing cynicism about the influence of wealth in
cities; what is perceived as a benign condition in his early The Comedy of Errors
transforms, fifteen years later, into a malignant disease as seen brutally in Timon of
Athens.5 Even the comic conventions of the intervening plays, The Merchant of Venice, The
Merry Wives of Windsor, and Measure for Measure, seem subdued as a result of the plays’
incisive gaze at capitalistic societies. It is also worth noting that social interactions were
reconstructed due to mercantilism at this time, as John Wheeler reveals in his A
Treatise of Commerce (1601), in which he observes the economic axis of his culture:
For there is nothing in the world so ordinary and natural unto men, as to
contract, truck, merchandise, and traffic one with another, so that is almost
unpossible for three persons to converse together two hours, but they will fall
into talk of one bargain or another…in a word, all the world choppeth and
changeth, runneth and raveth after marts, markets, and merchandising.6

3 As Ian W. Archer (The Oxford Handbook of Shakespeare (Oxford University Press, September 18,
2012). Oxford Handbooks Online) explains, Shakespeare was a successful practitioner of
‘oeconomy’. He enhanced his familial social status, receiving an income of probably £300 per
annum, and died a wealthy gentleman with an estate valued at £1,200. He accomplished this by
participating in London’s commercialising entertainment industry and investing in landed
property.
4 Jean-Christophe Agnew, Worlds Apart: The Market and the Theater in Anglo-American Thought, 1550–
1750 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 54.
5 Peter F. Grav, Shakespeare and the Economic Imperative: What's Aught but as 'tis Valued? (New York:
Routledge, 2008), p. 2.
6 John Wheeler, A Treatise of Commerce, ed. George Burton Hotchkiss (New York: Arno Press, 1977),
p. 316.
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Wheeler gives the impression that London’s commercial culture had
fundamentally changed interpersonal relationships into economic ones, and in due
course, human values were displaced by pecuniary ones. Wealth, which was
previously perceivable through one’s blood connections, extent of land holdings, and
number of retainers, was now indicated by the impersonal medium of money –
portable, dependent on control of commodities, and subject to transmission in letters
of credit; ‘What the secret laboratory of the alchemist could not achieve, the banker
accomplished in the counting house.’7 Within this commercial context, Hermione’s
reply to Leontes when he threatens her life, ‘To me, life can be no commodity’ (The
Winter’s Tale, 3.2.98) seems against the grain as she refuses to perceive her life as a
business for profit in exchange for her principle.8

Figure 2. Part of Claes Visscher's panorama engraving of London (1616) showing the
Globe Theatre, The British Museum. Public Domain.

Shakespeare’s Venetian Antonio differs from his Roman Anthony, because as
certainly as Antonio can measure his love in economic value, Anthony dismisses
quantifying love as he states, ‘There’s beggary in the love that can be reckoned’
Lewis, p. 384.
William Shakespeare, ed. by Jonathan Bate and Eric Rasmussen, The Winter's Tale, (Basingstoke,
2009, RSC).
Vulgar Errors Censured (1659) comments, ‘the first commodity a young tradesman sets to sell is his
own honesty.’ The reverse of Hermione would be Falstaff who, off to the wars, rails against his
gout, ‘A good wit will make use of anything; I will turn diseases to commodity’ (II Henry IV,
1.2.278), here the double entendre of making his disease both more comfortable and profitable.
7
8
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(1.1.15).9 Bassanio is reminiscent of Fenton (Merry Wives of Windsor) or Petruchio (The
Taming of the Shrew) as Shakespeare seems to momentarily set aside the notion of
idealised romance which features in the great comedies and rather divulges the
fundamentally economic aspect of love in Early Modern England. The idea of
romance in the Venetian Republic vividly reflects fiscal marriage norms in
Shakespeare’s age. As Richard Grassby observes, ‘Choice was clearly based on
material circumstances. The financial negotiations were as important as the
courtship’.10 Even Belmont’s approach to love, which the lead casket admonishes in its
motto, to ‘hazard all’ (2.7.8), seems emblematic of the mercantile chutzpah of the late
sixteenth-century. From the outset, money is both the linguistic and thematic
mainstay of the narrative as the protagonists state their monetary objectives. Similar to
Fenton, Bassanio is a gentleman who seems to have overextended himself with a lavish
lifestyle. As Peter Grav states, though Bassanio’s objective is to win the competition in
Belmont where investment brings reward, his stated purpose seems clear enough: ‘to
get clear of all the debt [he] owe[s]’.11 This enterprising contingency mobilises the
whole primary narrative of the near-tragedy of Shakespeare’s play.
When Bassanio receives a note from Venice concerning Antonio’s plight and
Shylock’s intransigence, it becomes clear that money is not a problem-solving panacea
when it is warped by emotion. The ‘bond’ has an agenda of revenge rather than
financial gain as Shylock refuses material acquisition in the form of a settlement of
three times the original amount. Here, perhaps Shakespeare intends to show the
audience that, as much as money is useful, ultimately fiscal solutions are reductive as
they do not give space for the utter complexity of human behaviour. The plot’s
material and affective values reach their crescendo in the courtroom. Antonio
transforms the loan in a way that makes devotion a transactional commodity12 as, ‘all
debts are | cleared between you and I if I might but see | you at my death’ (3.2.31820). The metamorphosis of love into debt reiterates the play’s view of social
relationships as economic and Shakespeare visually depicts the moment when the
economic and affective coalesce in the courtroom, as the pound of flesh is to be ‘cut
off | Nearest the merchant’s heart’ (IV.i.229-30).13 Even the heart, which is the seat of
human emotions, is deemed to be a quantifiable, weighable object that settles a
financial debt. Antonio’s embrace of his sacrifice as the penalty exchange for debt
would not only discharge his financial obligation but powerfully stage his love, which
is both qualitative and quantifiable.
9 William Shakespeare, ed. Michael Neill, Anthony and Cleopatra, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1994).
10 Richard Grassby, Kinship and Capitalism: Marriage, Family, and Business in the English Speaking World,
1580-1740 cited in Grav, p. 93.
11 Grav, p. 94.
12 Antonio joins economic value and abstract affective ties even at the play’s denouement: he tells
Bellario that he ‘stands indebted over and above | In love and service […] evermore’ (IV.i.409–
10).
13 Grav, p. 101.
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Merchant is distinctive amongst Shakespeare’s comedies, chiefly because its final
denouement seems notably moot. Though Antonio has his wealth restored, he is alone
and noticeably excluded from the comic resolution. Furthermore, Merchant’s
couplings never truly persuade because of their economic impetus. As Michel de
Montaigne had warned, ‘all those amities which are forged and nourished by
voluptuousnesse or profit, publicke or private, are thereby […] so much the less true
amities, in that they intermeddle other causes, scope, and fruit with friendship, than it
selfe alone’.14 Departing from comedies such as Twelfth Night or Much Ado About Nothing,
Merchant’s final resolution does not bring romance to the fore; instead, the play’s
positive outcomes formulate around money. While in Shakespeare’s comedies, the
final emphasis would usually be on affective ties, Merchant’s premise forms a more
sombre note, scrutinising whether cash values have at this point displaced humanist
ones. Perhaps this was a question that lingered not only for the characters of the play
but for Shakespeare’s contemporaries about the world they were inhabiting.

Figure 3. Brass coinweights and hand balance
contained in a wooden box,
1600-54.
© The British Museum.

Beyond the ducat, Shakespeare’s interest in coinage extended to familiar,
contemporary coins which communicated degrees of value to his audience.
Shakespeare chose to be anachronistic rather than inaccessible as his plays overflow
with contemporary currency in settings far removed from his epoch.15 Coins from
Michel de. Montaigne, translated by John Florio, Essay, (London: Dent. 1965), 2, pp. 196–97.
The most prevalent gold coin mentioned in Shakespeare’s Wars of the Roses is,
anachronistically, the crown (e.g., purses of crowns, glove full of crowns, stores of crowns, in Henry
V), which was only introduced in 1526.
14
15
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daily English business circulate in Verona, Vienna, a castle at Elsinore, a wood near
Athens, and republican Rome. Shakespeare’s first classically-set play, The Comedy of
Errors, has for its backdrop a trade war in the ancient Mediterranean; nonetheless,
modern monetary names such as angels and ducats abound, giving a familiarity to the
frenzied events. Even with ancient currencies that add local flavour such as the talent
in Timon of Athens, the measure of the talent would have been familiar to Shakespeare’s
audience from the biblical parable of talents. This suggests the importance
Shakespeare placed in audiences understanding the literal and metaphorical stakes in
his plots. It is also essential to recognise the value of a coin to understand dialogue
such as the halfpenny joke in Much Ado About Nothing. The halfpenny was the smallest
native coin in England, thus it is comical when Leonato employs it to describe
Beatrice’s loss of temper, ‘Oh she tore the letter into a thousand halfpence, railed at
herself, that she should be so immodest to write to one that she knew would flout her’
(2.3.122-124); 16 the comedy of tearing a letter into thousands of tiny pieces
exaggerates her anger and also displays the futility of the initiative.
English money was either gold or silver and the coin’s value was equivalent to
its being the right weight and fineness. To determine its value, one could identify the
image on the coin known as the stamp of authority, and purpose-made equipment,
such as coin-weights and hand balances (figure 3), assisted in the process of
guaranteeing value. This made it possible to detect under-value coins reduced by
clipping or coins that were straightforward counterfeits. Shakespeare’s plays allude to
this ingrained Early Modern habit of testing and checking the authenticity of money
since, given the efficacy of the equipment to determine genuineness, it provided an apt
simile to describe testing the reliability of a person’s character. For example, Falstaff
refers to himself when he reproaches Prince Hal to, ‘Never call a true piece of gold a
counterfeit: thou art essentially made, without seeming so’ (Henry IV Part 1, 2.4.4957).17 Similarly, in Cymbeline (5.3.116-123), Posthumus tenderly asks for the reckoning
between his life and the life of his wife Innogen in order that Innogen’s life may be
found to be a coin of better weight and thus worthier than his.18
There was a reciprocal relation between the English monarch and coinage as
Early Modern Englishmen accepted that the face value of a coin was higher than its

16 William Shakespeare, ed. by John F. Cox, Much Ado about Nothing, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997). Cf. halfpenny purses in Love’s Labour’s Lost (5.1.51) and halfpenny loaves in
Henry VI Part 2 (4.2.49) as the cheapest versions. Shakespeare often uses the contemporary Dutch
and Flemish coin duit, anglicised: doit. They were the small change in the new Dutch Republic.
The ‘doit’ became the standard term for low-value coins in some of his ancient plays: Timon of
Athens (1.1.235), Pericles (4.2.53-4), and Coriolanus (4.4.15–21).
17 William Shakespeare, ed. by Jonathan Bate and Eric Rasmussen, Henry IV Part 1, (Macmillan
Publishers, 2009).
18 William Shakespeare, ed. by Roger Warren, Cymbeline, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1998). Oxford
Scholarly Editions Online.
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intrinsic worth.19 As Michael Neill elucidates: ‘impressed upon a coin, the image of a
monarch authenticates and protects the integrity of the coinage while simultaneously
expressing its intrinsic value.’20 The English kings in Shakespeare’s War of the Roses
plays certainly seem conscious of their economic authority. Beatrice Groves has
convincingly argued for the potential numismatic meaning when Richard II
propounds, ‘God for his Richard hath in heavenly pay | A glorious angel’ (3.2.56-7);21
in addition to ‘angel’ carrying connotation to the medieval gold ‘angel’ coin, the
Christological allusion here is to Psalm 34:7; ‘the angell of the Lorde taryeth rounde
about them that feare him: and delivereth them.’ Groves believes that the chime of
‘pay’ with ‘pray’ is allusive to Christ’s words: ‘thinkest thou, that I can not nowe pray
to my Father, and he wil give me mo then Twelve legions of Angels?’ (Matt. 26.53).
Therefore, Richard’s words double with divine and state authority. The possibility of
both prayer and hire which Groves noted, could represent Richard enforcing the
monarch’s power in world matters since coinage was the king’s prerogative and the
importance of ascribing authenticity to coins reflects the monarch’s gravity of
authority. To buttress this point, Richard elsewhere uses money to justify his personal
authority: ‘if my word be sterling yet in England,| Let it command a mirror hither
straight’ (Richard II 4.1.264),22 as he appears to grapple with what authority he has
remaining.
If the authenticity of a piece of gold was suspect, it would be tested using a
needle or touchstone.23 Pericles, for instance, refers to ‘gold, that’s by the touchstone
tried’ (2.2.39).24 Shakespeare has a character called Touchstone, a court fool who tests
the judgement and intelligence of people around him. This may also be an in-joke, as
the actor Robert Armin, who probably acted the part, had been a goldsmith and must
have known the role of a touchstone. 25 The terminology of testing coherently
transferred to testing human honesty and loyalty, as Richard III mutters: ‘O
Buckingham, now do I play the touch, | To try if thou be current gold’ (Richard III,

19 Stephen X. Mead, ‘“Thou art chang’d”: Public Value and Personal Identity in Troilus and
Cressida,’ Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies 22 (1992), 244.
20 Michael Neill, Putting History to the Question: Power, Politics, and Society in English Renaissance Drama
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2000), p. 153.
21 Beatrice Groves, Texts and Traditions: Religion in Shakespeare, 1592-1604 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2007),
ch. 5.
22 William Shakespeare, ed. by Anthony B. Dawson and Paul E. Yachnin, Richard II, (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2011).
23 Testing characters in a metallurgical sense of testing metals is an ingrained metaphor in the
Bible for God refining human beings (Psalm 66:10–12, Malachi 3:1–3). Shakespeare had
exceptional knowledge of the Bible as evidenced by Naseem Shaheeb’s prodigious contributions to
Shakespearean scholarship: Biblical References in Shakespeare's Tragedies (1987), Biblical References in
Shakespeare's History Plays (1989), Biblical References in Shakespeare's Comedies (1993), Biblical References in
Shakespeare's Plays (1999), etc.
24 William Shakespeare, ed. by Eugene Giddens, Pericles, (London, 2015).
25 Barrie Cook, Angels and Ducats: Shakespeare's Money & Medals. (London: British Museum, 2012), p.
74.
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4.2.7-8).26 Equally, in Measure for Measure, Angelo brings himself to be tested before
accepting office:
Now, good my lord,
Let there be some more test made of my mettle,
Before so noble and so great a figure
Be stamped upon it27

I have bolded the words which have an Early Modern economic resonance. In this
play, Shakespeare emphasizes the exemplary value of money; for instance, the name
of ‘Escalus’ in the opening echoes the concept of scales, which weighs relative values
such as those between Angelo and Claudio, or Pompey and Abhorson. Here, Angelo
is reluctant to accept the appointment as the Duke’s deputy in the language of coining.
Conveniently for the coining metaphor, Angelo’s name could be allusive to the ‘angel’
coin, which was the medieval pure gold standard worth 10 shillings in Shakespeare’s
day. Increasingly, its role featured in the ceremony of Touching for the King’s Evil, in
which the English monarch demonstrated their God-given healing power to cure the
disease scrofula; a ceremony which Shakespeare would have had opportunities to
witness at court.28 Similarly, ‘noble’ could denote both nobility but also refer to the
‘noble’ coin; the gold noble was the principle high-value coin between 1351–1464.29
In the sixteenth century, the word ‘metal’ in this passage was interchangeable with
‘mettle’ as spellings of the word – the Folio spelling is ‘metal’. It was necessary for
coins to be manufactured from metal because after the minting process, it would be
durable enough to hold a shape. The double entendre of metal with mettle, i.e. one’s
‘ardent or spirited temperament’ (OED), produces an impactful parallel as ‘mettle’ is a
substance that can similarly take an impression on its surface.
As we have seen, coins such as ducats are not merely props but hold a
fecundity of meanings concerning truth and legitimacy. Shakespeare employs coins as
an accessible metaphor to communicate how people determine the value of objects
and individuals. Shakespeare does not prescribe us what to value, however, but makes
us inquisitive about how and why we arrived at our conclusions and norms of value,
whether that be monetary or relational. This question of why human beings order
material and affective value in the manner that they do is not only relevant for
Shakespearean literature but is of interdisciplinary value in fields such as Museology
William Shakespeare, ed. John. Jowett, The Tragedy of King Richard III. (Oxford: Oxford UP,
2008).
27 William Shakespeare, ed. N. W. Bawcutt, Measure for Measure. (Oxford: Oxford UP,
1991) 1.1.48–51.
28 Cook, p.42. Shakespeare describes this in Macbeth, (4.3.163-76). Cf: angel references in The
Merchant of Venice (2.7), King John (3.2.17–20).
29 Cook p. 39. Cf. The quarrel between Mowbray and Bolingbroke that mobilises the action of
Richard II involves an accusation of misusing 8,000 nobles (1.1.88). In Henry V, a noble calms an
altercation between Bardolph and Pistol (2.1.80–7), the punning of noble and nobility in Richard III,
1.3.78–81.
26
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and Economics. Just as human emotion pervades every social interaction with money
in Shakespeare’s plays, he shows us that it is less the case that value systems impress
themselves on human beings and far more that human beings create their own value.
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